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Poachers in the Sanctuary

What should Marinecare members do if they
see someone taking shellfish or fishing in the
Sanctuary?

Poachers above, taking
abalone, and below,
blatantly cooking them up
on the Tea House BBQ’s

The short answer is:
•
Call 13 FISH giving as much information – time,
place, boat rego number, activity, people involved etc.
Photographic evidence is particularly valuable, if you can
get it safely. You may not get an immediate response
from 13FISH but the information is used by Fisheries
when targeting their ongoing enforcement strategies
•

Take care in approaching the people concerned.

Remember that –
•
We have a legitimate role in educating members of the public but don’t have any
enforcement powers
•

Some poachers can respond aggressively to an approach

•
Fisheries officer can be in plain clothes and may wait for poachers to leave the water
with their catch. An approach by a well-meaning member of the public can upset
operations of this kind.

The Winter Solstice Event & More
We were saved from the planned icy dip by an e-coli waring due to inflow from the drain.
In the end we had a
surprising 20 turn up for
the solstice beach walk
instead. We trekked up
to Banksia Point
It was so bleak, that
when a rainstorm
arrived, many ducked for
cover back at the café.
That said, it was fun, and
life affirming, and the
100% vote was to do
such each year in the
future.

We were pleased to assist Jessica Strang
and Morgan Pumpa of PV, in renewing local
beach signage. These two rangers have been
providing most valued support over recent
months.
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More About Our Local Coral, and That Sponge
From Dr Steffan Howe, of Parks Vic, this valued advice re our local coral
“Looks very much like Plesiastrea versions to
me. There are quite a few colour morphs and
it's interesting to see a few different ones together. I suspect the paler looking one is just
a light purple colour morph. I saw plenty of
these and other colours at the field site for my
PhD research near Mornington Pier. Colours
range from pale brown, purple, bright green to
almost white. I even saw two cloud morphs
that merged into a single colony with several
polyps being half green and half white. The
corals were so common at Mornington that
they almost merged to form a 'coral reef' on the ironstone reef. I have seen plenty of them
at Ricketts before, as well as Pt Cooke and a few at Jawbone.”
“They're a pretty amazing coral with one of the widest distributions of any zooxanthellate
coral ranging from Bass Strait to Japan. I've also seen them on the Great Barrier Reef and in
the Red Sea, and they can tolerate temperatures between 11 and 40 degrees near Oman in
the Arabian Gulf (although I wouldn't be entirely surprised if they were different species or
subspecies - will have to check the recent literature to see if there has been any genetic
analysis). Incidentally, I exposed corals to rapid changes in temperature above their normal
range (but below temperatures they would be exposed to in the tropics) and they didn't
survive”.
Steffan can kindly provide a copy of his thesis should anyone wish. Just email the editor.
More about that rareish ‘stinky’ sponge.
Lisa Goudie advises…
“After much deliberation I
think this sponge fits best in
the genus Ecionemia sp (Order
Astrophorida; Family
Ancorinidae). While this genus
is quite common in the bay,
this is not the commonly seen
spherical mustard coloured
Ecionemia robusta”.
“I think, as we discussed, it
lives in muddy substrates,
(probably anoxic mud,
hence the
smell )!”
Thanks Lisa.
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Nemm Notes—Nudi’s

Nudibranch (? ) From Geoff van Damme

Oxynoidae. A pair of such. Peter Beaumont

For most of us of course, Oxynoidae
really means, ‘oxy no idea’, but for the
increasing band of ‘tragics’, it is, no
doubt, quite a different matter. I quote
Geoff van Damme, (image above), here...

Elysia expansa . Peter Dedrick.

“We were just about to dive under Portsea Pier and I can remember asking the young lady
at Dive Vic what we might see. One of the things she said was a nudibranch , I asked
‘what on earth are they? ’. After seeing my first nudi , a tambja verconis , I was hooked.
These amazing little creatures with their variations in size, colour and shape are quite
wonderful . When searching for nudi’s it can make you feel like a kid in a lolly shop.
Geoff van Damme is happy to provide an extra resource for us to indentify nudibranchs.
Also discoverycentre@museum.vic.gov.au can help with nudis and other idents of all kinds
There are some 1500 species of jellyfish, anemones and corals around Australia. I wonder
how many nudibranchs we have to date (?), as it seems that, with so many emerging
enthusiasts with good cameras and special lighting, we must be finding a lot of new ones .
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Eclectic
World Oceans
Day. June 8th
MCRP, on Virginia
Mosk’s initiative,
organised a World
Oceans Day beach
clean up with Parks Vic
and others, on
Wednesday the 8th
June.

It was a miserable cold
day, but after a slow
starting line up,
eventually we had a
dozen people there to
help out.
As well as the usuals of
plastics, cans and
cigarette butts, we
found a truck bumper
bar and a car battery.
About 200 litres of such,
was collected. It was
nice to have Morgan
Pumpa and Jessica
Strang from Parks Vic, involved, and making the effort to take away the waste for later
analysis. Thawing out with a post clean up coffee at the Tea House, made it all worth while.

PORT JACKSON SHARKS
Sherrie Chambers of Macquarie University, [whom we helped with PJ research in the
Summer] advises that their very recent studies in NSW, show that individual PJ ‘s have
quite different personalities. The stroppy ones stay striopy, the inquisitive are always the
first out from under a ledge to see what’s going on, and the timid always hang back… So
much for so many years of us being told you cant anthropomorphise animal behaviour.

NAUTILUS SHELLS.
Peter Dibbs found this perfect Nautilus shell just south of the Tea
House in Mid June.
Seems they are , so do keep your eyes open when next walking the
dog, as they are a delight to find.
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The Sanctuary
This sponge is locally atypical, and it was found
by a local beach walker Richard, who took it
home and put in in a bag in the fridge...
Lisa Goudie advises. “This is in fact a sponge of
the genus Suberites sp (Phylum Porifera; Order
Hadromerida; Family Suberitidae)”
It is not uncommon in the bay but we (sic) don't
have a species name for it.”
That leaves us clear to give it a common name.
What about Leaky Heart Sponge? Any better
ideas before we log it locally as such?

Right an image from davis
REinhard showing the annual
ggglomeration of spider crabs
as theymove around rth Western sode of thebay and group
moult fpr (‘statistical”) protection

Left a Starry Toadfish
found Bayside by Steven
Putt. It is rarei’sh as it is
usually only found in the
ocean deeps, and not in the
Bay. Later in June, Matt
McArthur found three
more around the Bay,
(Frankston, Carrum and
Williamstown) and quoted
“Never seen such before in
42 years of diving!”

EDITORS NOTE

Marine Care
Ricketts Point
MCRP Business Address
PO Box 7356 Beaumaris 3193

www.baysidevolunteering.com.au a central bayside
portal for volunteer ‘matching’. A most useful service
Here is a recent image of Maddie showing those who
put up the ‘Don't feed the birds ‘ notice at the Tea
House, what she thinks of that!

Editor: Ray Lewis
ray@lewisfamily.com.au

Find out more about MCRP.
You r b u sin ess t ag lin h ere .

Go to our website .
www.marinecare.org.au

The editor recently had a coffee with
Anthony Hill of Plastics Pollution Solutions.
Tony runs plastics awareness quiz shows
around the eastern seaboard.
See plasticpollutionsolutions.com.au
Have a look too, at http://www.5gyres.org/
the-plastic-problem, a world reach group
concerned with such.
Adreno Water sports supermarket just
opened. The number of spear guns etc are a
bit off putting, but the range is impressive
and well worth a visit. Turn left off Charman
Rd Cheltenham, around the Salvo’s, to the
Nepean Highway and enter the side road
that fronts Holden’s Booran Motors. They
are about 50 metres further on. Phone
95848698 . 1184 Nepean Highway.
From Kim
Wright, this
splendid image
of a Southern
Tailed Jelly in
full mating
mode.

These days we seem to be seeiing more and
more rarer creatures. This time a turtle , at
Blairgowrie, also photographed by Kim
Wright.

…. Next issue likely September 2016

